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MICRO-START
PERSONAL POWER SUPPLY

EASILY JUMP START THESE VEHICLES...

Cars/Trucks

Motorcycles

Watercraft

Quad/SxS

Snowmobiles

AND CHARGE YOUR ELECTRONICS...

Laptops

Cell Phones

Cameras

PSPs

12v Devices

BIG POWER!
Antigravity

Batteries

HIGH POWER LITHIUM- ION BATTERIES
HIGH POWER

LIGHTWEIGHT BATTERIES
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ABOUT ANTIGRAVITY BATTERIES
Antigravity Batteries is a based in Los Angeles, California, we manufacture all our batteries here in the USA and
always seek to provide the best built, most innovative battery products available. We are used by some of the top
racers , builders and manufactures as well as thousands of riders all over the world. We take pride in our reputation
at producing the best product of its kind.

WHAT IS A...

Our goal is to provide great, long lasting products and excellent customer service. If you have any questions regarding
our product please contact us.

Phone: 310 527 2330

Email: info@antigravitybatteries.com

MICRO-START
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How do they do this? Well, the MICRO-START is a self contained Lithium-Ion Power Supply that allows you to charge it and
and easily take a personal back-up power supply with you where ever you go... No need for an electrical outlet or charging
station. Just pull out your MICRO-START and charge any of your electronics devices or Jump Start your vehicle. All models
also have a built in HI-Power LED flashlight with SOS and Strobe patterns.

There are currently 4 models to choose from... From our smallest, which is the size of a Smart Phone, but capable of starting
V6 motors , to our largest that can start Diesel Motors yet still fit in your pocket! Each comes complete with a carry case and all
items necessary to Jump Start your vehicles or power your electronics... including Mini Jumper Clamps, USB Cables, Laptop
cables, 12v accessory cables and a Mobile and Wall Chargers for the MICRO-START that allow you to charge it anywhere.
The MICRO-START is a product everyone can benefit from, it’s perfrect for Drivers, Riders, Campers, Travelers, Students,
Mechanics and more. It fits into pockets, purses, backpacks, gloveboxes, luggage and is legal for air travel. So, no longer
worry about coming back to a dead battery in your car, or you laptop dying when you have that last bit of work to finish,
the MICRO-START can save you from all your dead battery emergencies.

Once you try a MICRO-START you won’t leave home without one!
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MICRO-START USES & FEATURES
HIGH POWER LITHIUM- ION BATTERIES
MULTIPLE USES

WORLD’S SMALLEST

HIGH POWER

JUMP-STARTER
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So small they fit in your pocket, yet
so powerfull they can easily start V8
trucks and even Diesel Motors...
(Depending on the Model)
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POWER SUPPLY

Just charge the MICRO-START once
and easily take portable power in your
POCKET! No need for an electrical outlet,
charge multiple devices where ever you are.

ABOUT ANTIGRAVITY BATTERIES

Antigravity Batteries is a based in Los Angeles, California, we manufacture all our batteries here in the USA and
always seek to provide the best built, most innovative battery products available. We are used by some of the top
racers
, builders L.E.D.
and manufactures as well as thousands of riders all over the world. We take pride in our reputation
POWERFUL
at producing the best product of its kind.

FLASHLIGHT

The MICRO-STARTS also have a very

Our
goal is to provide great, long lasting products and excellent customer service. If you have any questions regarding
bright flashlight capable of staying lit
our
product
please
us. flash
for 3 days. It also
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pattern
and Strobe
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for Emergencies
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310 527
2330

Email: info@antigravitybatteries.com

WHAT SETS ANTIGRAVITY APART?
Antigravity is the only battery manufacture to offer Hi-Power , lightweight “Lithium-Ion” Batteries in OEM case sizes
AND ultra compact case sizes. We are also the only Lithium Batteries available in 6-Volt, 12-Volt, and 16-Volt models
to meet the demands of the everyday rider as well as the racer. Starting at only one inch thick and weighing a pound ,
XP-1 , compact 720 Cranking Amp model for Large V-Twins and Race Cars at only 5 pounds
to ourXP-10
extremely light weight
we have it covered!

XP-3

XP-5

MULTIPLE MODELS
We currently offer the MICRO-START
in 4 models, with more in development.
Our smallest model, the XP-5, is the size
of a Cell Phone yet capable of starting
V6 trucks and charging USB devices
our current largest, the XP-10, is capable
of starting Diesel trucks, and charging
most any type of Electronics Device yet
still fits in your pocket!

MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS

CARRY CASES

Each MICRO-START has features that
vary between models, but all offer the
ability to charge Electronics Devices and
Jump Start Vehicles. Our smallest units
offer USB Charging while our larger can
Charge or Power Laptop Computers, 12v
Devices and USB Devices... We have a
model to best fit you specific needs.
Carry one where ever you go!

Each MICRO-START comes in a carry
case that holds all accessories needed
for Jump-Starting and charging your
Electronics Devices... Such as USB
cables, Mini Jumper Clamps, cables
and tips for charging Laptops and
chargers for the unit itself so you can
charge at home or in your vehicle.
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MICRO-START

MICRO-START
PERSONAL POWER SUPPLY

CAN A PRODUCT

Have you ever had your Cell Phone go dead? Ever came back to a vehicle that won’t start because the battery is dead?
The award winning MICRO-START ends those problems forever and is so small it fits in your POCKET! It is capable of
Jump Starting all your Vehicles and powering any of your Electronics. Just charge it once and take a miniture power
supply anywhere you go...no need to for a power outlet... Comes with everything you need in a nice carry case. Once
you have used the MICRO-START you won’t leave home without one... consider your life changed!

$

20999

$

STARTS DIESELS!
MICRO-START XP-10

Jump Start Diesel Motors, and any PowerSports Vehicle with ease!
Charge or Power Laptops, Tablets, Cell Phones, GoPro Cameras, Blue
Tooth devices and more. 18,000mah 600 Peak Amps.
9” x 1.2” x 3.2” 17 oz.

$

STARTS V8s!
MICRO-START XP-1

Jump Start V8 Motors, and any PowerSports Vehicle with ease!
Charge or Power Laptops, Tablets, Cell Phones, GoPro Cameras,
Blue Tooth devices and more. 12,000mah 400 Peak Amps.
9” x 1” x 3” 12 oz.

12999

$

STARTS V8’s!
MICRO-START XP-3

Extremely compact but still capable of Jump Starting V8 Motors
and PowerSports Vehicles. Capable of Charging or Powering any
USB Devices such as Tablets, Cell Phones, GoPro Cameras, Blue Tooth
Devices and more... 8000mah and 300 peak Amps
5.8” x 1” x 3.2” 8 oz.

15999

10999

SMALL AS A PHONE
MICRO-START XP-5

This unit is the size of a Smart Phone but can start V6 motors and
Powersport Vehicles! Capable of Charging or Powering any USB
Devices such as Tblets, Cell Phones, GoPro Cameras, Blue Tooth
Devices and more... 6000mah and 250 Peak Amps
5.8” x .5” x 3”

6 oz.
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www.themicrostart.com
BATTERIES
The lightest, smallest and most POWERFUL Batteries made...

www.antigravitybatteries.com
info@antigravitybatteries.com

